Body composition can be assessed in many different ways. High-end medical equipment, such as Dualenergy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA), Computed Tomography (CT), and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) offers high-fidelity pixel/voxel-level assessment, but is prohibitive in cost. In the case of DXA and CT, the approach exposes users to ionizing radiation. Whole-body air displacement plethysmography (BOD POD) can accurately estimate body density, but the assessment is limited to the whole-body fat percentage. Optical three-dimensional (3D) scan and reconstruction techniques, such as using depth cameras, have brought new opportunities for improving body composition assessment by intelligently analyzing body shape features. In this paper, we present a novel supervised inference model to predict pixel-level body composition and percentage of body fat using 3D geometry features and body density. First, we use body density to model a fat distribution base prediction. Then, we use a Bayesian network to infer the probability of the base prediction bias with 3D geometry features. Finally, we correct the bias using non-parametric regression. We use DXA assessment as the ground truth in model training and validation. We compare our method, in terms of pixel-level body composition assessment, with the current state-of-the-art prediction models. Our method outperforms those prediction models by 52.69% on average. We also compare our method, in terms of whole-body fat percentage assessment, with the medical-level equipment-BOD POD. Our method outperforms the BOD POD by 23.28%.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE enormous commercial success of optical depth sensors (e.g., Microsoft R Kinect 360, ASUS R Xtion), and the maturation of 3D reconstruction technology have led to many health-related applications. Lu et al. developed and validated an accurate surface scanning system appropriate for medical applications that uses commodity sensor hardware [1] . It has become possible to get easy access to 3D body shape data, either at home, the gym, or the clinic, using commodity body scanning systems (e.g., FIT3D R , Styku R , ShapeScale R ). These systems allow people to track body shape changes, such as muscle growth or fat loss with less accuracy. In the medical domain, applications have been developed using such techniques for plastic surgery planning [2] (e.g., breast augmentations, body contouring, liposuction) to simulate the postoperative outcomes to clients before the procedures. However, 3D shape data by itself does not encompass the underlying physiological mechanism and may be misleading if not combined with rigorous validation. Rigorous clinical studies have been conducted to investigate the association between body composition (or fat distribution) and cardiometabolic risk (CMR) using high-end medical instruments such as Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Computed Tomography (CT) for adults [3] - [6] , adolescents, and children [6] , [7] . MRI and CT generate voxel-level highly accurate assessment, but the cost is prohibitive. In the case of MRI, the average cost was ∼$2600 per scan (in U.S., 2014) [8] . DXA is also considered the gold standard in body composition assessment [9] , which generates X-ray in two different energy levels to pass through the subject. Since different types of tissues tend to show distinct attenuation rates, the body composition can be estimated accurately at the pixel-level [10] . However, disadvantages of DXA such as ionizing radiation exposure, requiring professional operations, and relatively high cost prevent it from becoming a convenient public health and clinical tool to assess body composition.
The main contribution of this paper is three-fold. First, we propose an innovative high-quality DXA-like pixel-level body composition inference model by intelligently analyzing 3D geometry data generated by readily available radiation-free devices such as the commodity-level optical sensor based body scan system [1] , [11] . Second, our method provides an alternative way to use body density for body fat percentage estimation, other than the Siri equation [12] . Third, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use a Bayesian network to explore the relationship between the characteristics of body shapes and the fat distributions.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We summarized the body composition assessment techniques in RELATED WORK. We presented our method in DATA PREPROCESSING and BODY COMPOSITION INFERENCE. We demonstrated our implementation detail and justified the proposed algorithm in EXPERIMENTS. We evaluated the prediction accuracy and algorithm generalisability in RESULTS. We concluded our work in CONCLUSION.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-compartment models have been the basis for various body composition assessment techniques. The 2-compartment (2C) models, hypothesizing that body composition can be classified into fat mass (FM) and fat-free mass (FFM), are prevalent since they are relatively simple compared with other multicompartment models. The numerous multi-compartment techniques can be classified based on the level of assessment information provided. In the first category, techniques such as bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) [13] and the BOD POD provide whole-body fat percentage estimation. These methods are fast and highly applicable in large-scale studies [14] , but incapable of estimating regional fat distribution. We classify DXA to the second category since it provides fine-granularity and pixel-specific fat percentage assessment. DXA is commonly used in medical studies and clinics because of the good accuracy [15] and relatively low radiation dose [9] , but is not appropriate for widespread use. In the third category, MRI and CT quantify fat distribution at the voxel-level and excel in distinguishing different fat deposits (e.g., subcutaneous and visceral) [14] . Studies have shown that visceral fat is a crucial indicator of metabolic disease risk, such as CMR [3] - [5] , [16] and type-2 diabetes [17] . However, these techniques are impractical for routine widespread use and are not always readily available for clinical applications due to the prohibitive cost. Moreover, in the case of CT, the approach exposes users to significant ionizing radiation [15] .
Alternatively, anthropometric features are commonly used to indicate the degree of obesity. Body Mass Index (BMI) is an efficient indicator, but inherently limited in discriminating between FM and FFM, resulting in misclassification of muscular lean people with high body density as obese [18] . Waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) and waist circumference are good indicators of the abdominal fat, and thus, often used to predict the metabolic disease risk [14] . With the maturation of 3D capture and reconstruction technology, anthropometric features such as WHR, waist, neck, abdomen, and hip circumferences can be efficiently calculated from reconstructed 3D body shapes instead of traditional tape measures. Researchers exploited such technology to automatically extract numerous anthropometric measurements from 3D geometry, so as to investigate correlations between the anthropometries and body fat percentage [19] , [20] . However, their scopes are limited by using only anatomically meaningful 3D features. Lu et al. [21] proposed a body fat inference model exploring 3D shape features without anatomical presuppositions. 2D body shape has been investigated for body composition related assessment [1] , [22] . Xie et al. [22] studied the body silhouettes derived from DXA scan images and analyzed the correlation between the variation of shapes and the body leanness indicators (i.e., fat/fat-free mass index, whole-body fat percentage). Lu et al. [1] used 2D body shapes derived from a natural standing pose for the pixel-level body composition inference. Piel [23] mapped the variation of 3D body shapes to the variation of body compositions and developed a pixel-level prediction function using stepwise regression. In this work, we further explore shape descriptors derived from 3D geometries and propose to use a Bayesian network to analyze the relationship between characteristics of body shapes and 2D pixel-level body composition.
III. DATA PREPROCESSING
In this section, we give a brief overview of our dataset (Dataset), describe how we calibrate the raw DXA data (Data Calibration), and how we map the calibrated data to a canonical space for the model training (Data Mapping).
A. Dataset
The data used in this study is derived from the Calculation of Percent Body Fat by Analyzing Virtual Body Models project [1] , [21] . The project recruited 100 female subjects. Since we compare our method with body fat percentages estimated by the Siri equation [12] (as used in the BOD POD), 90 nonblack female subjects were chosen in this study who belong to the same ethnicity target of the Siri equation. The other 10 black female subjects were used to evaluate the generalisability of our method to new data. The fat percentage diversity of the non-black and black subjects is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The overall fat percentage can be considered as normally distributed according to the Shapiro-Wilk test (p = 0.298). [24] . Compared with related clinical studies in body composition assessment [1] , [19] - [21] , [23] , [25] , our sample size is relatively large. The data collection and following studies involving human subjects were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the George Washington University (IRB# 041533). We refer to the work of Lu et al. [1] for detail of the data collection.
B. Data Calibration
The raw data obtained from DXA body composition assessment is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a)-(d), including a bone-fat-lean tissue mass map, a pixel-level fat percentage map, a fat threshold map, and the corresponding fat percentage threshold histogram. In the histogram, fat percentages are classified into three tires using thresholds t 1 = 25% and t 2 = 60% (DXA system default configuration). We propose a calibration step to model the mapping between the pixel intensity and the body fat percentage for each sample individually. We analyze pixel intensity distributions corresponding to the three tiers using a histogram ( Fig. 2(e) ). We extract intensity boundaries from the histogram, denoted by b 1 and b 2 (the magenta lines), on either side of which one tier dominates the distribution. Given the fat percentage thresholds t 1 , t 2 and the corresponding intensity boundaries b 1 , b 2 , we derive a linear function (1) to map each pixel intensity x on the sample to a fat percentage fat(x). By doing so, we convert an intensity-scaled fat percentage map to a real fat percentage map.
C. Data Mapping
We propose a two-step non-rigid registration scheme for data mapping. First, we regularize each sample pose using bounded biharmonic weights (BBW) [26] (Pose Regularization). Second, we use free-form deformation (FFD) [27] to establish mapping correspondence between the fat percentage map and the canonical model ( Fig. 4(d) ) (Shape Registration). We then convert the canonical models to the fixed-length numerical vectors, each of which encodes a fat distribution of the individual sample. To infer body composition of a subject is to predict the canonical vector associated with the subject. 1) Pose Regularization: We perform pose regularization for each sample to preliminarily align all the sample poses to the canonical pose in order to facilitate the shape registration. We first label skeletal joints on the tissue mass map ( Fig. 3(a) , right), and define connections to create a skeleton. We convert the tissue mass map into a triangulated mesh which integrates the skeleton as a controller ( Fig. 3(b) ) using the Triangle software [28] , [29] . Then we compute skinning weights for each vertex on the mesh using BBW. The target pose is defined on the skeleton, as shown in Fig. 3 (c). Finally, we use texture mapping to retrieve data from the original fat percentage map. The result of pose regularization is shown in Fig. 3(d) .
2) Shape Registration: We use FFD to register the canonical model S ( Fig. 4(d) ) to each of the pose-regularized fat percentage maps T ( Fig. 4(a) ). The height of the pose-regularized fat percentage maps has been normalized by uniform scaling. We extract ordered boundaries from S and T . To register the two shapes is to optimize a set of space parameters to minimize the distance between S and T in deformation space. In such space, for each pixel on the canonical model ( Fig. 4(d) , green), we calculate its correspondence on the fat percentage map to retrieve fat percentage values. We adopt the FFD non-rigid registration framework of Rouhani et al. [27] . Fig. 4(c) illustrates an instance of FFD registration from S (the blue dots) to T (the red dots). In Fig. 4 (e), we illustrate the fat percentage maps on the canonical model, color-coding fat percentiles from 0 to 100%.
IV. BODY COMPOSITION INFERENCE
Our body composition inference model consists of three steps. First, we establish a base prediction using body density ( Fig. 5 Body Composition Base Prediction). Second, we predict the base prediction bias by analyzing 3D geometry features using a Bayesian network [30] (Fig. 5 Bias Prediction). Third, if a sample is classified to have a high probability of being biased in base prediction, we correct the base prediction bias ( Fig. 5 Bias Correction).
A. Body Composition Base Prediction
It is known that body fat percentage is correlated to body density. Under the 2C assumption, fat percentage equations, such as the Siri [12] , Brozek [31] , and Ortiz [32] , were derived from anatomic data for different ethnicities. BOD POD adopts these equations to assess the whole-body composition, exploiting the correlation between body fat percentage and body density.
We further investigate the correlation between pixel-level fat distribution and body density, and present an innovative method to predict the pixel-level body composition. We analyze the variation of pixel-level fat distributions in the canonical space using principal component analysis (PCA). We find that the projection of each sample on the first principal component (the 1 st fat PC score) is highly correlated to the body density, with a correlation coefficient R = −0.95 (Fig. 7) . Therefore, we use a linear regression model to map the body density to the 1 st fat PC score. Our base prediction leads to a reliable initial estimation of the fat distribution since the 1 st PC explains 71% pixel-level fat distribution variance.
B. Body Composition Bias Prediction
For base prediction, we use the strong correlation between body density and the 1 st fat PC to derive a base body composition estimation. However, we find such estimation can only capture fat distribution characteristics corresponding to average body shape variations, which fails to accurately predict fat dis- tributions corresponding to uncommon body shapes. To investigate the relationship between the variation of body shapes and the base fat distributions, we sample equally spaced 128 level circumferences form the neck to ankle as shape descriptors, 64 on the trunk, 32 on the thigh and calf respectively ( Fig. 6(a) ). This sampling resolution is dense enough to reflect body shape variations. We perform PCA on the level circumferences to analyze variation of the shapes. The top 3 shape PCs are illustrated in Fig. 6(b) , where the green lines represent the average level circumferences, red lines represent +10SD (standard deviation) along the PC, and blue lines represent the −10SD. We find the 1 st shape PC has good compliance with global body size; i.e., the negative score corresponds to average lean body shape and the positive score corresponds to average obese body shape. Then, we analyze shape variations along the 2 nd and 3 rd shape PCs by subtracting the +10SD level circumferences by the −10SD. Scale of the difference is color-coded in Fig. 6(b) . We find that the shape variation along the 2 nd shape PC highlights the ratio difference between the waist and thigh, whereas the 3 rd shape PC highlights the size difference related to the breast.
Then we further investigate pairwise correlations between the top 3 shape PCs, the 1 st fat PC, and body density (Fig. 7) . We find that the 1 st shape PC is relatively strongly correlated to the 1 st fat PC (R = 0.73) and the body density (R = −0.75), whereas the 2 nd and 3 rd shape PCs are uncorrelated or weakly correlated to the 1 st fat PC. Such results indicate that fat distribution base prediction can only reflect body shapes variation along the 1 st shape PC. Therefore, the base prediction bias patterns can be predicted using geometry features derived from the 2 nd and 3 rd shape PCs.
We quantify the 2 nd shape PC variation by defining the shape feature using waist-to-thigh ratio (WTR, Fig. 8(a) , green), where high WTR corresponds to the apple shape [33] and low WTR corresponds to the pear [33] . We quantify the 3 rd shape PC variation by defining the breast size feature using two circumferences-one under the bust (the under-bust) and one around the full chest (the full-chest, Fig. 8(a) , blue) [34] . Small difference (the full-chest minus the under-bust) corresponds to the small breast size and large difference corresponds to the large. In the first row of Fig. 8(b) -(e), we illustrate the two extremes of body shapes -apple ( Fig. 8(b) ) and pear (Fig. 8(c) ), and two extremes of breast size -small ( Fig. 8(d) ) and large ( Fig. 8(e) ). In the second row, we illustrate the corresponding four bias patterns. Each bias pattern is derived from an average of the residual maps (predicted minus actual), corresponding to the top 3 samples of the body type. We discover that bias of the apple shape tends to be negative (i.e., underestimated) on the upper body and positive (i.e., overestimated) on the lower body, whereas the pear shape shows the opposite; bias of the small breast size tends to be positive on the upper body, whereas bias of the large breast size tends to be negative.
We propose to use a Bayesian network to further explore the relationship between the shape types and the bias patterns. Three predictive variables used in the network are body density (corresponding to the 1 st shape PC), shape (corresponding to the 2 nd shape PC), and breast size (corresponding to the 3 rd shape PC). Since these three variables are continuous, we first sort and then discretize each of these variables using cutoff thresholds.
1) Bayesian Network: In our Bayesian network, we aim to use three variables (predictors) -shape (H), breast size (B), and body density (D) to predict the body composition bias (responses), composed of upper body bias (X) and lower body bias (Y ). We learn the Bayesian network structure G ( Fig. 9(left) ) by exploratory analysis from data. Since the predictors correspond to the top 3 shape PCs, where the PCs are uncorrelated ( Fig. 7) , there are no links between the predictors. By analyzing the variation difference of the 3 shape PCs (Fig. 6(b) ), we find the significant impact region of the 1 st and 2 nd PCs are on the whole body (i.e., upper and lower body), while the significant impact region of the 3 rd PC is only on the upper body. Therefore, there are links to the upper body bias from all the 3 predictors, whereas there are links to the lower body bias from the 2 predictors corresponding to the 1 st and 2 nd shape PCs. We treat the conditional probability distribution (CPD) parameters θ as random variables associated with a priori distribution P (θ). The values of the five multinomial variables are listed in Fig. 9(right) . We represent the training set as T , which contains m instances of the variable tuple D, H, B, X, Y . Our goal is to infer the probability of upper body bias being positive for the new instance, i.e., P (X[m + 1] = x 0 | θ X , T ), and the probability of lower body bias being positive for the new instance, i.e., P (Y [m + 1] = y 0 | θ Y , T ).
According to Bayes' theorem (2), we can calculate the posterior distribution P (θ|T ) of the parameters θ using training data T and a prior knowledge of the parameter distribution P (θ). P (T |θ) denotes the likelihood distribution of data T given the parameters θ.
In our Bayesian network, once variables are fully observed, we have the global parameter independence according to dseparation rules [30] . Hence, we can decompose our global posterior estimation as multiplications of the local posterior estimations. Thus, we can learn the local parameters for upper body bias P (θ X |T ) and lower body bias P (θ Y |T ) separately.
2) Parameter Sharing: Now we examine the local CPDs of variables X and Y . Each variable has three parents (D, H, B) and each parent has three values. Therefore, for each local CPD, we have 54 parameters to estimate, corresponding to the 54 possible combinations of the joint probability. To learn a CPD with a large number of parameters requires a large amount of data. Otherwise, for entries with a limited number of instances, the parameter estimations will be poor; this problem is known as fragmentation [30] .
To mitigate the fragmentation problem, we propose a tree-CPD representation for each response variable to explore the underlying logic rules that group parameters into sharing parameters. Inside a group, all entries share the same parameter. Intuitively, based on shape (H) and breast size (B), we can classify the body types into five sharing groups -pear (P ), apple (A), large breast size (L), small breast size (S) and normal(N ). However, the classification, purely based on feature values, does not favor our problem since these three features (H, B, D) are always coupled with each other and we cannot decide the body type based on individual features. For instance, the subject with pear shape and large breast cannot be classified as either the P − type or the L − type, since the pear indicates less fat for the upper body, which is contrary to the indication of the large breast size. We encode the logic rules into tree structures as shown in Fig. 10 . For variable X and its parents U X , we define T X = { X, u X : u X ∈ V al(U X )} to be the set containing all multinomial distributions of X. V al(U X ) denotes all values assumed by U X . We define T X {A}, T X {P }, T X {L}, T X {S}, and T X {N } as a disjoint partition of T X according to the tree-CPD.
We assume that all conditional distributions within T X {k} share the same parameter θ X |T X {k } , where k = {A, P, L, S, N }; the same for Y .
3) Parameter Learning: Having defined the Bayesian network structure G and the context-based parameter sharing rules, now we describe how we learn the parameters for each local CPD. For simplicity, we take variable X as an example, and drop the variable subscripts; i.e., we represent U X as U and u X as u. The derivation for Y is analogous to that for X. Bayes' theorem (2) indicates that the posterior distribution is proportional to the product of the likelihood probability distribution and the prior distribution since P (T ) is a constant. Therefore, we can rewrite (2) as (3) .
(3)
Now the variable U, the parent of X, has been reshaped as a multinomial variable containing five values corresponding to the five sharing parameters. θ x|u denotes an entry of tabular CPD P (X|U). L X (θ X |U : T ) denotes the likelihood function of the tabular CPD parameters given the training samples, which can be further decomposed as (4) . M [u, x] denotes the frequency observed at which U has the value of u and X has the value of x. Given the local prior independence [30] , the prior distribution P (θ X |U ) can be further decomposed as (5), where P (θ X |u ) is a Dirichlet prior. Due to the conjugacy of (4) and (5), we can rewrite the posterior distribution as a product of the Dirichlet distributions, i.e., 
For the test sample U[m + 1], we can calculate the CPD with (6) . We classify the upper body of the test sample as high probability of bias if the absolute difference between the two probabilities (i.e., j = 0 and j = 1) is larger than a probability cutoff threshold τ .
C. Composition Bias Correction
In this step, we aim to correct the base prediction bias for samples classified as high probability of bias. We propose a non-parametric regression model -nearest neighbor (NN) -to assess the pixel-level body composition bias. We hypothesize that samples with similar shapes tend to show similarities in fat distribution. Therefore, we predict a similar trend in the bias. The continuous variables used in the similarity metric includes the 1 st and 2 nd PC scores of the level circumferences and the WHR. The level circumferences are good indicators of the regional fat. We investigate the correlations between each of the 128 level circumferences and its corresponding local fat percentage and find high correlations for circumferences on the trunk and thigh. The categorical variables used in the similarity metric includes body density, shape, breast size, and ethnicity. The ethnicity is used to interpret shape discrepancies among ethnic groups [14] . Once we find the best-matched sample using the similarity metric, we calculate the training residual of the selected sample, i.e., the difference between the ground truth fat distribution and the synthesized fat distribution based on linear regression model. Then, we map the residual to the test sample.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Implementation
We conduct rigorous leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate the generalization error of our method.
In the training phase, we first train a base prediction model. PCA is performed on a matrix where rows correspond to the training samples and columns correspond to the canonical vectors. Then, we train a linear regression model that maps the body density to the PC score. In addition, we calculate a residual vector for each training sample. Second, we train a Bayesian network for bias prediction. We set cutoff thresholds for low body density to 1.02 kg/L and high body density to 1.05 kg/L, to evenly separate the body density range. We set the pear threshold at the value of the 10 th lowest shape feature and the apple at the 7 th highest; we set the small threshold at the value of the 5 th lowest breast feature and the large at the 10 th highest. The training outcomes are relatively insensitive to variations of the thresholds, while relaxing the thresholds dramatically does increase the bias prediction false positive rate. We learn the CPD parameters in our Bayesian network, where we adopt the K2 prior [30] .
In the validation phase, we first estimate the base body composition using body density of the test sample and the trained linear regression model. Then, we infer the base prediction bias for the upper body and lower body using the trained Bayesian network. For bias correction, once the best match is found, we map the training residual to the base prediction of the test. We set the bias learning rate to 0.55. To mitigate the noise of the training residual, we set a clamping threshold to the residual range. We find the thresholds between 20%-40% work well, and set the threshold to 25% in practice.
B. Bayesian Network vs Logistic Regression
For bias prediction, we adopt the Bayesian network, a typical generative classifier which learns the joint probability of both predictors and responses, and makes predictions using the Bayes rules. We compare our method with the logistic regression, a typical discriminative classifier, which approximates the conditional distribution of the responses given predictors. Three predictors and two responses used in the logistic regression are the same as in the Bayesian network. We adjust the cutoff threshold τ to evaluate the learning robustness for both classifiers (see Fig. 11 ). For comparison, we finally select τ = 0.1 for the Bayesian network and τ = 1.4 for the logistic regression (see Table I ). The result shows that the accuracy of the Bayesian network outperforms the logistic regression for both the upper body bias and lower body bias predictions. Compared to the logistic regression, the Bayesian network works better with a moderate sample size since it converges faster than the logistic regression and suffers less from overfitting [30] , [35] .
VI. RESULTS
A. Accuracy Evaluation
We compare our method with state-of-the-art pixel-level body composition inference models and medical-level body fat percentage assessment equipment. In Table II , we illustrate the generalization error of our method and the comparison methods. For each method, we perform leave-one-out cross-validation, where for each validation trial we evaluate the performance using perpixel mean absolute error (MAE). We report the average error for all trials as the generalization error.
For pixel-level body composition, Piel (2017) proposed a set of predictive equations, mapping vertex-level shape variations to the top three PCs of the fat distribution. We perform vertex-level PCA on our dataset and predict the fat distribution using the pre- dictive equations of Piel [23] (Table II Piel Predictive Equation) . Moreover, since the predictive equations by Piel were trained using stepwise regression, we also perform stepwise regression learning accordingly ( Bound) , which reflects the learning inherent error due to data sparsity. For each test sample with the ground truth body composition, we retrieve the best-matched body composition sample from training dataset and calculate the per-pixel MAE. The result shows that our method, outperforms the comparison methods by 52.69% on average, and outperforms the theoretical lower bound of the NN method by 10.88%. Fig. 12 visualizes the validation trials with bias correction. The result shows that our bias correction, in most cases, effectively enhances the base prediction accuracy, and our proposed method (final prediction), in most cases, outperforms the theoretical lower bound of the NN method. Fig. 13 shows the predicted pixel-level body composition of the proposed method and the absolute residual comparing with the DXA assessed pixel-level body composition.
For body fat percentage, we compare with the BOD POD (Table II BOD POD) . For each sample, we calculate the mean of the predicted body composition as the body fat percentage. The ground truth body fat percentage derives from the mean of the DXA assessed body composition. The result shows that our method outperforms the BOD POD by 23.28% in MAE.
B. Generalisability Evaluation
We evaluated our method using cross-validation based on the dataset of 90 non-black subjects. To further evaluate the generalisability of our method to the new data, we use the dataset of 10 black subjects. Due to body density discrepancy between the black and non-black [32] , we propose a mapping function (7) to correct the discrepancy derived from the Siri (for non-black) [12] and Ortiz (for black) [32] equations. We only evaluate the bias prediction accuracy, since the sample size of the new dataset is not large enough for bias correction. Our result shows that 2 (out of 10) subjects are predicted as high probability of bias, and the predicted bias patterns are consistent with the ground truth (see Table III ).
D non−black =
495 × D black 483.2 + 13.1 × D black .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel body composition inference model using 3D body shape features and body density. Our body composition prediction shows excellent accuracy in terms of pixel-level body composition prediction, and a high degree of accuracy in body fat percentage prediction. The primary contribution of our work is providing a solution to generate body composition assessment comparable to high-end medical equipment (e.g., the DXA) using data acquired by easy to access, cost-effective, and radiation-free device (e.g., the Kinect). Different from the previous works, this is the first work to use a Bayesian network to explore the relationship between the characteristics of body shapes and fat distributions. The moderate sample size is a major limitation of our work. The black population is too small for model training or a full generalisability evaluation with bias correction. We foresee that the prediction accuracy will be enhanced using our proposed framework with more data for each ethnicity.
